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Through the implementation of a combination of five critical concepts, the
RICA- Cheltenham program attempts to provide a milieu whereby all activities
are designed Who've therapeutic impact on the students. Essentially, each adult,
as a team member, becomes a provider of thalpeutic services In concert with
others. _The "systern'Lel-RIGA-Cheitenhantemptrasizerthfrrievelopmpat of a"
network or communitypffect whereby certain Important messages are emphas-
ized through specific means otpommunicetion including a Common language.
The sense of .community Is emphasized through the development of family
alliances and stability, the focus on self-esteem andthe resulting respect for self
and others, and the enhancement of growth, development, independence, and
responsibility. These latter emphases represent the treatment objectives at
RICA-Chaff i"ram.

RICA (Regignal I nstitule,for Children and Adolescents)-Cheltenham Center
is a day and residential treatment program for seriously emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents. It is located In Prince George County, Maryland, a
subdrb of Washington,. D.C., and se/ yes a four-county area in southern
Maryland. Established In t0Z6, If was develorzrd as a' public Interage-cy
program with the purpose of providing speck; education and mental her ,th
services to the targeted populatiort without removing them from their home
communities. All students are retorted to ,the program to be screened for
admission through a process detailed by the state's special education bylaws.

The program germ 75 male and female students of elementary, junior
high, and senior high school ages (approximately 10-18 years aft). The most
restrictive level of services, residential care, is received by 20 students while
the remainder attend the day school program. Residential and day students
are fully integrated within the school program. The average length of stay for
all students is approximately 2 years.

in order to be admitted to the FAICA.=Chaltenham program students must
nieet a combination of criteria promulgated by State Board of Education
bylaws and,State Health Department criteria. Up-to-date psychological and
psychiatric reports must reflect the criteria. The bylaws provide a definition
which stresses the demonstration of one or more specific charactpristics over
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a long periokal time and to a marked degree and which adversely affect(s)'
educational performance. The c racteristics are as follows:

1. AAn inabilitylc learn whi cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory,
or health factors;

t. 2. An inability to build 'or maintain satisfactory interperional relationships
with peers andleachers;

3. InapproPriatiaitypes of behavior or feelings under normal cIrcumatainces;
4, A general pervasive mood df unhappiness or depression;
5. A tendency to develop ph sicar symptoms or fears -associated with

personal or school problems.
State Health Department trite focus on mental health factors and stress

thelnPortance of 'severe mental illness. Particular emphasis is placed on
major.mood and thought disorders. Conduct disorders and/onctrug abuse, by
therriselks, are not criter^ for admisSion. Students who are.judged to be
imminently dangerous to memselves or other are referred for psychiatric
hospitalization. Students are only accepted If RICA-Cheltenham is the least
restrictive appropriate environment available.

Upon admission, students are assigned to one of three teams, elementary,
junior high, or senior high, according to their level of school placement. Each
team providgs an -array of multidisciplinary services by components repre-
senting educational, mental health, residential, and. medical. Each compb'-
nent represent/re separately ad mIntstered section or the program integrated
with the others through the team structure.

The education component provides trtlecial education services to the stu-
dents emphasizing the idenlifIcation.andkclariffsation of each student's aca-
delnic, social, physical, and pnceptual strengths and weaknesses in concert
with the lo`cal board of educatIon's curriculums. It includes a mainstream
program so that students whopave made significant progress cawbegin a
re-integration processo less restrictive educational programs. The averace
class has nine students assigned to a special education teacher and an aide.
In addition to died special education teachers the school program has ,

teachers speclaMg and certified irithe areas'bf art, music, ptVical educk
tion, and reading:

The extent of the students' emotional problems requires in nsive thera-
peutic services. The mental health component provides erect services
through individual, group, arvl family therapy to the students and their fami-
lies. The mental health paCtitioners, eithbr psychologists or psychiatric

'social workers, are active in consultative roles tq the other components with
regard to mental health matters- They also direct the formulation of the
students' treatment plans with team members from the other components.

For some students the least restrictive level of appropriate services needed
is provided through RICA-Cheltenham's resideNtial component. It provides a
structured living milieu designed to enhancethe students; growth and matur-
ity through their living gas members of a et:Immunity. Emphasis is placed on
aiding the students' development of skills in interpersonal eommunication
and problem solving. Residential staff provide counseling and are certified as
child care,workers in the state's peisonnel system.

Treatment of minor illnesses and injuries, physical examinations, and psy-
chiatric consultation and evaluation are provided by the medical component.
It coordinates the dissemination and receipt of medical and psychiatric
-ecords retarding RICA-Cheltenham students with professionals In the
community. Medical and psychiatriu issues of individual Students are coordi-
nated through the appropriate team and treatment plans.Medical services are
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provided on a partrtime basis by a physician, a psyqhiatrist, art a dentist, and
on a full-time basis by nursing staff. ,, 0

As members of teams, represeetativ'es of these components cojointly for7,

mulate and implement treatment plans. The otreatment plans attempt to pro-
vide adequate structure.lor each student while also being receptive to the
various needs for self-exploration and self-expression that each student has.
Emphasis is placed oh aiding eachstudent to (Accept resPondibility for his/her
actions and to find his/her own growth and adjustment.

CRITICAL CONCEPTS

T)e notion of community-based treatment provides the philosophical under
pinning upon which theoprogram's system of service delivery operates. RICA -
Cheltenham's existence, concepts, and techniques for treatment stresses the
belief thit diinical treatment should reinforce the normal social units respon-
sible for children (Hobbs,1975). The program recognizes the need for such
treatment to occur in the most aepropriate and least restrictive environment
possible. Towards that end a specific model of programming for seriously
emotionally disturbed children and adolescents hpS, been developed. It is
charactei ized bylhe combination and onanization of five critical concepts
which are implemented in the day-to-day functioning of the program in very
concrete ways. Each are described below:

Positive expectations. The focus of the educatiOnal and therapeutic inter-
ventions made in the program is oriented toward positive expectations. This is
not to say that the problerrll, shortcomings of the atudents are ignored.
Realistic and serious consideration is given to such problems and shortcom-
ings duri.ng the screening process, as well es during the elannind'of educa-
tional and therapeutic strategies. I-iowever,a strong errphasia is continually
placed on the best that each student has to offer. An attempt is made to
consciously focus on positive attributes and strengths within each student,
and td encourage their development. An attempt is also made to maintain a
generally optimistic iittitUde-with regard to the potential for each student, as
well as the motivation behind various inappropriate and disturbing behaviors.

The implementation of the concept of positive expectations starts with the
initial review of referral material, when an attempt is made to identify positive
attributes and potentials of the%tudents which could be facilitated by the

RICA-Cheitenharn program. In some cases this will result in an attempt to
begin planning for some special programming not .already available, and in

other cases it will simply lead to A:notation to include si 'chitlings in Ihe initial
educational and treatment plans. Once the student is actually in the program,
careful observation will be made in an attempt to Identify additional strengths
that could be emphasized and further augmented. Also, attempts aremade to

point out to the student positive bbhaviors and attributts which, in turn, can

'enhance the self - esteem of the student.
A poignant example of the utilization of this concept is shown by the

programming for a 15-year-old female student. Information frorrthe records
Sand from the initial interview revealed that this young ladyhad considerable
artistic talent, in drawing and painting. Strategies included in her treatment
plan emphasized the utilization of this fa!ent in her academic program end as
a mode.of therapy. Furthermore, because Of her growing interest and motiva-
tion, planning was directed towards helping her become prepared fOr a return

to a regular or fine art's school program where she could utilize and expand

her talents.
Circle of adults. Although it is technically possible for a student to remain in
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the RICA-Cheltenharmirogram until one day before his or her 22nd birthday, .

it is quite rare. The vast majority of the students are under the age of 18 and
are, therefoce, legally minors. The.concept of the circle of, adults has evolved
to describe the pattern that Is encouraged witff regard to the interactions
between the student and the significant adult§ in his/her life (Hobbs, 1975).
The core of the significant group of adults is, of course, the parents and other
close relatives, However, it can alp irTlude friends Of the family who ate not
relatives, neighbors, representativhsql.varlous social agencies, private there-
pists,aar almost any other adult who is involved in the life of the student in a
significant and caring way. It is assumed that the RICA-Cheltenham staff who
are working with the students. III Eilsobecome partlof the circle. The image of
the circle has evolved in part because of tne connotation of'containment,
since limit setting and limit testing are-frequently significant issues with' the
students. The image of the circle also implies very strongly,that the 'significant
adults around the student have joined their efforts in a cooperative fashion to
try to help the student" Daily contact between the adults and the student Is
viewed as an opportunity for his/ber therapeutic'education or reeducatiOn
(Trieschman, 1969). This attitude of cooperative effort on the part of all the
adults is consciously and Carefully cultivated at each opportunity. The ulti-
mate goal is that each student will be able to join the circle through the
development of mature dgcision-making aqd coping skills

The initial application of the concept of the circle pf adults is made when the
prescreening interviawejascheduled:Thisinterview occurs after a referral hEfs
bees made and after receipt of appropriate'information about the student's
'education aed therapeutic history. A letter is sent to the parents of the referred
studeht.explaining that it is the program's beJ!?f and expriencethat in order to
effectively serve theiechild all of the significant adults in his/her life must join
together in a cooperative effort. It further states that it is necessary for both
parents (if both are still alive and involved in the student's life in any way)
other significant adults (frequently including caseworkers, probation officers
or therapists), and the child to attend the prescreening interview. A suggested
meeting time is provided and the parents are asked to call to confirm the
appointment'

At the interview an attempt is made to expose the student and the parents to"
, staff members representing each component ofR1CA-Cheltenham, so that

the cooperative interaction of various adults in the circle can be modeled by.
these staff members. This same policy is then pursued.as the student moves'
through the program, with an attempt being made to underscore for the,
student the fact that all of the statfmembirs involved with him/her are trying
to work in concert fdr his/Her benefit.

One of the most direct way8 inwhich the pOncapt of the circle of adults is
implerhented is through the organization intogams:6There are three teams:
elementary, junior high, and senior Nth. Each team has representatives from
each of the f9br components-bf the program (educational:mental health,
residential, and medical), and is carefully coordinated so that the members of
each component have regular contact. In additpri to formOlY ,structured
confactsuch as treatment planning meetings nd supervis'or) .rnetitings,
members of the teams attempt to be available toeach`Otper oil an informal
basis to share important information about the progress' of students. An
opportunity is provided for such sharing on a regular bisis in that each team
meets at leaSt 8 times per weak (daily morning meetings before school begins
and afternoon rheefIngs after school 3 days per week) for 30 to 45 minutes.

Individual pducationat and treatment plantere designed and irnpremene
, ti
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through the mechanien of the circle. of adults. These plans are drafted
thrdugh the collecilve engagement's of team members. Efforts are made to
ensure that the plans reflect a consensus of opinion of the team.

, ,

Respect for the forq.unit. The family is the universal primary social unit
(Fleck, 1980), Whittaker (1978) stresses the Importance of involving, rather
Oian isolating, the family in the treatment of seriously emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents. He further suggests; that effective involvement of
the family raises the probability of successful treatment. Just as the parents
are seen as the core of the circle of adults, the overall family unit is seen es the
rillst central and significarit part of the student's social matrix (Haley, 1979).
Although a student may be in the RICA-Cheltenham prograin for as long as 2
or 3 years, it is acknowledged and emphasized at the outset that his/her

. 1 ihvolvement ;with:his/her family Will be,. and should be, much greater Qn:.1
more enduring that this. Efforts/ire accordingly made carefully and continu-

( ously to respect the family unit, and particular emphasis is placed on the
authority end dominion of the parents over their minor children, In this
manner it is' tioped that )he family unit will be strengthened and the potential
benefit to the student of his/her family bortds will therebyenhanced. Whether
the student is trying to become integrated into the family unit or is trying to
separate from it (in late adolesCence), the ultimate significance'of the family
unit must continuously be acknowledged and unde ?scored. Although this
procescan be complex at times (e.g., when it is unclear whore to regard as
farhily or when.the influence of the famiiy seems, at some level, to to very
destructive to the student), nevertheiess the respect for the family unit is a
central indecriticat component in the function of the RICA - Cheltenham
program. t,

The concept of respect'for the family unit is also shown quite'clearly at the
time of refertitlyhenthe ImArtance of having all fakly members attend the
prescreening interview is stressed. Once again the greatest emphasis is
placed on the participation of the3iarents. Siblingaand other extended family
members ahkalso positively connoted In terms of their potential benefit for the,
student. Sometimes this process assumes a slightly advaiiarial flavor, in !hat
certain members of the family may not wish to participate. However, such
participation is pursued with an attempt being made to avoid an adversarial
tone and instead, to underscore the importance of the family member. ThIs'
same sort of policy is then extended to the perticipation of all family members
in family therapy and to the participation of both parenti In planning meet-
ings, suspension conferences, and any other meetings where important
decisions about the future of the student must be made.

This concept is greatly emphasized with the residential students. The
decision to place a student in the residence is treated very seriously. While the
student is being removed from his/her home, it is emph !zed to be a tempor-
ary measure. The goal of full-time reintegration.into th family unit is kept in
the forefront of planning. When students enter the res once they and their
families are immediately involved in designing a plan and schedule for return
to day student status .Usually, this Plan involves the increased frequency of
family therapy meetings, and occasionally the increased participation in
family therapy by extended family members.

Responsibility and choices. Strong emphasis is placed on the importance
of accepting responsibility when appropriate and on making choiths based
on the acceptance of this responsibilty.With regard to the concept of respect
for the family unit, the issue of responsibility Is salient when considering the
responsibility of the parents for their children. The manifestation of this
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concept is sometimes an open and direct acknowledgement of the responsi-

bility thaf parents bear for their Children and the choices they make in light of

this responsibility. With raged to individual students, the issue of responsibil-

ity is seer as a developmental one. Their choices, unique to thernselves,
define them (Ofman, 1480). They are expected to assume ;,.creasing reepon-

sibiliiy for their own affairs as a function'of their age. Crisis.intervention
counseling, as well as ongoing: group and individual psychotherapy, fre-

quently revolves around,the issues of respOnsibility and of the choices that
studenti make in .response to the optioattiey have available to them

(Glasser,/1974).
The importance. Of the responsibility of ttie parents tor theieri 'nor children

is underscored at the outset of the screening process. When a referral is made

to,RICA-Cheltenham and is determined that'it is generally art,appropriata
referral supported by adetjuate referral material, the parents are contacted

.411b° Oct invited to meet with representatives of theistiff for a prescreening meet-

ing, as described above. They are informed that Weir child has been referred
fo theprograrn and that thizy must now assume the responsibility of making
formal application for admitsion, if they vent this 'to occur. The program Is
,explained to ti7em .'n detail and a history is taken of the stu dent's,difficu Ides as

well a' sitie family's history. Then, if the parents feel that they dci wish tb make

formal application for admission, they are preSented with a document
entitled, "Application Agreement for ramilies." This document outlines the
respon*sibilities 'that the parents will be assuming if they chabia to apply for

the admission Of their child (e.g., participation In family therapy, attending
crisis meetings, attending individual eduCationsi and treatment plan confer-

'. ences, continuing to provide clothing and schen'
of

for the student)

and they are encouraged to review the itmelicatIo.is of this decision. Ig signing

the application agreement they are concurrently agreeing ,to the conditions

that will be imposed upon them if their child is, in fad, accepted into the
program The attitude that parenteimust assume ultimate responsibility for,

their children is then carried On throughout the course of the student's

particiption at RICA-Chisltenham by carefully observing requirements for
parental consent for field rips and other special events, for medical treatment,

by, insisting that parents assume financial responsibility to; any damage of
property that their child may cause, and by frisistirig that the parents remove

the child from the program if this should be required due to grossly inappro-

priate behavior, medical condition, witty ether such'cause. .

Students are constantly reminded of their,. responsibility for their own

behavior thrqugh the implementation of a behavior management level sys-
m. This sysfem is essentially an elabdate scheme for monitoring each

student's behavior and for provjding ippropriate cosequences for both

positive and negative behaviof. Etta student's behavior is monitored on
'several dimensions during oath period of the day while he/she is at school

and in the residence-The tallies of these scores lead to either advancement or

demotion 'on the lePei system:
The behaviori monitored fall into positive and negative domains. They

were selected on the basis that they:reflect 'behavior standards for social
situations. Additionally, they have often been utilized as descriptors of behav-

ior in referrals of Students by school personnel. Four' positive behaviors are
,designatectand monitored: (a) positive interaction, (h) cooperation, (c) ignor-

ing, and (3 he individual behavior goal. Studentsare given credit for having

positive :nteractions with peers and staff. These interectiorts refer to friendly

behavior such as saying "hpllo" or some other appropriate greeting, or carry-
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. ing pn social Conversations with others. Cooperation or follOwing adult direc-
' tions quicly are alsO credited. Students are encouraged to Ignore the dis-

tracting behavior of peers and to remain on task and are so reinforced. Every
student has an individual behavlordoel which emphasizes replacing a partic-
ular negative problem behavior with a positive acceptable behavior, The
individual behavior doe, iseilso monitored during each period.

T,W.re are alsetour negative behaviors that are considered: (a) aggression,
(b) rnceoperativeness, (c) out of location, and (d) distraction. Aggression
refers to any verbal, physical, or intimidating behavior. UncooPeatIve behav-
ior witch runs counter to adult directions Is also marksO when'it occurs. -0
Distracting behavior which may or does take,others off) taffk,. as %ell as
oneself, is recorded. Finallyostuaents who areaway from theieassighed areas,
or out of location', rpcieve a mark in the negative column.

d'tudents art: assigned baselines of positive and negative behaviors. The
corxibination of meeting or exceeding the positivebaseline and staying under

4 or meeting the maximum negative baseline earns the students'sudcesefui
days. By accurnulAting a specific number of successful days without receiv-
ing more than theall owed number of unsuccessful days allows the student to
move to a higher level. Students see their social interaction sheets during
each-Period and are able to keep track of their progress throughout the day.
Staff are careful to let t'he students know when and why they are receiving
particular positive or negative marks,' The achievement of successful or
unsuccessful days at school places the residentierstudent's on status levels to
receive carious levels of activities that-evening. Many families have similar
schedules of reinforcers at home.

All students also havatheir behavior monitored at home. in the context of
4:, family thertapy; each family develops a stet of behavioral expecte4ions for its

child. These expectations are monitored and recorded each day, and consti-
' tute a factor in the achievement of a successful day. They are communicated

each day Co the center at it is the child's responsibility tocarry his/her sheet to
home and to school.

.

The beginning level for each studeht is level 1 and the highest level that can. .

be achieved is level 7.4As the student progresses through levels by increasing ,

thepositive.behaviors and decreasing the negative behaviors, he/she earns a
correspondingly greater degree of) freedom and greater,krivileges. Greater
degrees of freedorb include such concrete things as being allowed to move
frorri area to area without direct supervision or to hold a job at school or off
campus. Examples of privileges would be the opp'ortunity to purchase soft
drinks during the day or to attend a special event. Ultimately, progress the
level system is used 3,..ah indication of a student's readiness to move to a less
restrictive environment, e.g., to leave the residence to return home and to be
mainstreamed to a reguler school with eventual return to a home area school.
in addition to the cocistane presence of the monitoring of the students'
behavior, on the level system, students are also reminded verbally of their ,,
responsibility and the fact that they are making a choice even whorl they
choose not to oirose.

Continuity, consistency, and flexibility. Students who enter the RICA- ,

Cheltenham progrgn have frequently' been exposed to a broad rahge Jef
programs and interventions, both educational and therapeutic, before being
refe,red to RICA-Cheltenham. Also, the family historyof many of the students
is somewhat chaotic. These histories rney include disruptions of the actual
'family structure, with consequential placements in a series of temporary
homes, or may reflect a chaotic type of organization 9nd !Unction within the
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single ongoing family unit. In any case, at RICA-Cheltenham it Is felt that a
certain degree of predictability in the students' environment will be he(pful to
the building of a sense of security. Continuity and consistency of structure
and pc:4y is therefore pursued to a substantial extent. However, som flexi-
bility is also required both as a matter of optimum decision-making a any'
given point in time, as well as providing an example to tha students of fle ble
or 'adaptive behavior (Glasser, 1975).

A number of the aspects of the structure of the program already mentioned
have direct impact on the attempt to liftplerrient the Concepts of continuity,
consistency, and flexibility. Foremost among these is ttie team concept. By
coordinating the efforts of 'the various components that make up each of the
three te-urris it is poSsible to provide consistency in the approach to each
student. Also, by maintaining very active communication with the family, the
consistency and continuity of the approach is extended into the home envir-
onment as well. Some attempt to make this continuity direct and conc'ete is
reflected in the manner in which studenteare brought to school on the buses
in the morning and sent home in teellfternoon. Each student's behavior is
monitored by"the aide on the bus and a report Of this monitoring is delivered
directly into the hands of a RICA-Cheltentr staff member wheal the bus
arrives at the schoorend as the students are disembarking. At the end cif the
day a similar procedure Is carried out in which a staff membee4s available to
meet with the bus driver and the aide as,.thestudents are boarded and any
irnoortant information is passed along at that lime,

Although continuity and eonsWlency are stressed, 'so is flexibility. Flexibil-
Ity implies not only the ability to provide dIfferentspecific treatment strategies

I

for different students, but oleo the ability of the prograrn to adjust to changing
1,,

needs within each' student. Sometimes it has not Wen clear at the time of the
development of the initial treatment plan that a student will require a certain
approach. The frequent meeting of team members provides the opportunity
to ugsiate and modify treatment plens as needed. Aleo, an attempt is made to s

cultivate trust among various staff members so that a situation requiring an
immediate change in treatment strategy canbe handled by a ataff member
with the assurance that other staff members will support whatever new policy
has been implemented. Discusion of such emergency interventions is then
reserved for a later time when the student is not present,

Another very significant tool in implementing the concocts of continuity
and consistency is the level system. 1' Ne provides a standardized pkrotedure
for evaluating the behavior, both positive and negative, of each tudeof. A set
vocabulary is provided with the level system and carefully defined within it.
Hence the consistency of response by staff members across the course of a
day is very high since the descriptions of the behaviorp are quite precise. Also
continuity is very much enhanced by the level systetb since the sVstPri is in
effect 24 hours a day and 7 days q, week; The rating sheet (the Social
Interaction Sheet) is sent home from school each day for the parents to review
and then to make their evening ratings. The sheet is returned to the school the
next day and the re- 'Its of. the entire previous days ratings (including the
parents' ratings in the sisening) are recorded,

The ultimdte expression of continuity occurs during the transition of stu-
dents to. less restrictive placements.,A formal mainstream program exists to
aide the students reintegration into more regular placements. The program
has affiliations with three local schools at which elementary: junior high, and
senior h,gh age students canepend approximately 60% of their school day.

Potencial mainstream students first attend a prernainstream class jfoil.
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minimum of 2 weeks fore entering the regular school program. During this
time, activities which effea; with preparation for the new, experience are
emphaeized.Discussionsare held with students, who are being mainstre',ined
so that they may impart theleesperi noes. A major peirpose of this cities is to
develop a support group among th ainstrearnocl students so that they may
discuss pertinent issues and help 'reoh other solve problems that May arises
Mainstreamed students continue i this class which is held upon their return
from ,the mainstream school.

The class is led by one of the center's special education teachers. This
teacher is responsible for liaison activities between RICA-Cheltenham and
'he mainstream schools. The mainstream teacher spends designated periods
of time at the mainstream schools and coordinates the Monitoring of the
students' activities in the schools withatte students' teachers and with their
parents.

Students who prove successful in the mainstream experience' as deter-
mined by evaluation of their ascadejnic, behavioral, aria 54681 performances
are referred to their home schools by RICA-Oheitenham, A formal presenta-
tion of each student's history, progress, and needs tre outlined for the
receiving school. Jointly. staffs of the receiving school ands ilfCA-Cheltenham
develop an appropriate program for the student. This is done in conjunction
with the student and hiefher parents.

The mainstream program's success can be measure by how well its
graduates have done in less restrictive educational placements. For the pUr-
poses of this discussion, a'succeesful student has been defined as one who
has been able to maintain hi.V1101 less restrictive placement for 2 school years
or who has graduated with a high school diolome 'Since the mainstream
program Kean during the 1977-78 school year 76 students have participated
(through the 1980-81 school ysal.). Of these students, 61 were recommended
for less restrictive educational placements; 45 (73.7%) have reached these
success criteria.

SUMMARY

The RICA-Cheltenham program bases its delivery of servicos to seriously
emotionally disturbed eouth on a combination of five critical concepts: (a)
positive expectations. (b) circle of adults, (c) respect far the family unit, (d)
responsibility and choices. and (e) continuity, consistency, and flexibility.
Through the communicstin of these concepts the prograai attempts to
positively impact students and their families end to aide them to take charge
of their lives, make appropriate choices, and achieve the success they desire,
RICA-Cheltenham utilizes several toots to implement the concepts. Among
them are its method of screening !students for admission, its multioisciplinery
team organization and programming. its 24-hour behavior management sys-
tem,. its mechanisms for family involvement and support, and its mainstream
program.
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